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ABSTRACT

In this thesis we initiates the analysis of twin specific or particular or especially security threats

(means of declaration of an intention or a determination to inflict harm on another) on smart card

based password authentication (or authorization processing) in distributed systems. Smart- card-

based password authentication is one amongst the foremost usually used security mechanisms to see

the identity of a distant consumer, who should hold a legitimate smart card and also the

corresponding password to hold out a prospering authentication with the server. Such security is

required when there is fear of dictionary attack, in dictionary attack there are some lists of pre-

computed words in order to guess the password to access the system. The authentication is typically

integrated with a key establishment protocol and yields smart-card- based password-authenticated

key agreement. Victimize two recently planned protocols as case studies, we tend to demonstrate two

new forms of adversaries with sensible card:

(1) Adversaries with pre-computed information hold on within the smart card, and

(2) Adversaries with totally different or completely different information (with relation to

different time slots) hold on within the smart card. These threats, although realistic in distributed

systems, haven't been studied within the literature. Additionally to imply the vulnerabilities, we

tend to propose the countermeasures to thwart the safety threats and secure the protocols.

Key Words: smart card, authorization processing, security threats, Research Expertise,

INTRODUCTION

In any electronic transaction twat document in the two parties or more than two parties

don‟t want to trust each other or each other transactions that are why a type of signing
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protocol is needed in the situation which is known as a normal language a contract signing

protocol. The contract signing is easy in paper based model due to existence of

simultaneous. Two parties hard copy of the same contract are approved or signed by the

both the parties at the same time and at the same place. After the contract signing both of

them are approved on that document. So, if one of them do not agree on that document or

contract then the other one is must provide the signed document in the court. Now a day‟s

many business oriented application or business uses the electronic transactions, for

electronic transactions we are using key transfer protocol. When we talk about paper based

contract then the signing on that document is very necessary and both the person have sign

on that document at the same time and same place. If both the parties are unable to meet for

signing on the contract, then the scheme electronic signing contract is the next alternative.

When both the parties having lack of trust then this scheme which is known as electronic

contract signing is totally fail. Many time one party or one user may send their electronic

signature to other party but in many ways the other person or party may not return the

signature to other party. For solving this problem, we are using group key establishment

scheme. With the help of this scheme we can establish a common session key which is

known by only the authorized group member but not other for communication. For this we

are using key transfer protocol. In this protocol we are using key generation center (KGC)

which is generate session keys for communication.

Before a long time, we were providing authentication with the physical appearance of

person and by their signature manually, but now a day‟s different techniques were

implemented. One of them is contracts signing. Contract signing is very important protocol

by which we can exchange our data by online. So with the help of this technique we can

prevent different attack so the solution is implemented a new scheme or new protocol

which is more efficient and more secure and preventing from different attacks which can be

used in a variety of applications especially in E-commerce. This technique allows an

efficient signing between two parties such that the chances of attacks reduce. The technique

is based on trusted third party so that the

chances of eavesdropping are less. The technique is based on one time where after signing
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contract between parties the key destroys.

OBJECTIVE OF THEWORK

Here we conclude that the many of them researcher face common problem to design a secure

system like smart card. Drawback and problem issues facet by the researcher or previous design

algorithm given below.

 Secret information stored in the smart card is compromised

 inability of password changing operation

 attacker uncover password using offline dictionary attack

 Problem in log in phase

 Some security issue

 Offline dictionary attack

 In password changing phase adversary can successfully guess the password
 Online dictionary attacker with the smart card can also discover the password chosen by

user in login phase

Problem in authentication phase because they are using only two stage authentication private key
and master key only.

PROPOSEDWORK

The smart card contains the public parameter IM and a private parameter V. As discussed

in here, an adversary cannot directly use V = h(ID||KS)⊕h(PW) to corrupt the user U‟s

authentication session. This is due to the fact that V does not provide any useful information

about the password PW, if the server‟s secret key KS is selected from a large domain. In other

words, the information V alone does not help the adversary to verify the guess of a user‟s

password. The question arises: With two (or more) Vs generated at different times, whether or

not the adversary can uncover the user‟s password?

RESULT: -

In this section we discussed the results related to our proposed methodology. We are

using Net-Beans IDE 8.1 as a simulation tool. NetBeans is an integrated development

environment for developing primarily with Java, but also with other languages, in

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Integrated_development_environment
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_(programming_language)
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particular PHP, C/C++, and HTML5. It is also an application platform framework for Java

desktop applications and others. The NetBeans IDE is written in Java and can run on Windows

OS.

The NetBeans Platform is a reusable framework for simplifying the development of Java

Swing desktop applications. The NetBeans IDE bundle for Java SE contains what is needed to

start developing NetBeans plug-in and NetBeans Platform based applications; no additional SDK

is required. Applications can install modules dynamically. Any application can include the

Update Centre module to allow users of the application to download digitally-signed upgrades

and new features directly into the running application. Reinstalling an upgrade or a new release

does not force users to download the entire application again.

The platform offers reusable services common to desktop applications, allowing

developers to focus on the logic specific to their application. Among the features of the platform

are

1) User interface management e.g. menus and toolbars

2) User settings management

3) Storage management or saving and loading any kind of data

4) Window management

5) Wizard framework (supports step-by-step dialogs)

6) NetBeans Visual Library

7) VII Integrated Development Tools

SIMULATION RESULTS

Simulation of our proposed methodology perform on the simulation software Net-Beans IDE

8.1. In this section we discussed the result of two password authentication based smart card

model, basically this model consists several modified or improve section related to security

analysis like registration phase, Login phase, password changing phase and most importantly the

computational complexity as timing, hash function and different encryption functions.

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/PHP
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C_(programming_language)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/C%2B%2B
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/HTML5
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Platform_(computing)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software_framework
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Swing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Java_Swing
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_signature
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…

Figure 2 Shows that the Main Window of Registration and Login Phase

Figure 3 Shows that the Window of Creation of Unique User Identity and Their Password
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Figure 4 shows that for Creation of User ID and Password

Figure 5 Shows that the Computation of Hash Function on ID and their Combining Process
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Figure 6 Shows that the Confirmation of the New Registration by the Server

Figure 7 Shows that the message of a smart card has made by Servere Shows that Registered
User Computational process
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Figure 8 Shows that Registered User enter Detail Verification process by server
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.

Figure 9 shows that compution process according to new password

Figure 10 shows that Registered User enter Detail Verification process by server
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.slogin with user id and new password which had changed currently. Figure Shows that it confirmed

that user enter correct user id and password or not.it verifies on the basis of matching the hash key

stored on the smart card storage and computed hash key at the time of login. Figure

that it computes other computation keys according to current user id and password. Figure 5.24

Shows that Login user detail verified by the server,it verified according to login user details which

information also stored on server,server match both detail if match then it verifies to user. Figure

5.25 Shows that after verified login user by server.server create or generate session key by server of

login user. Figure 5.26 Shows that after create session key login user confirmed by the server so that

user can perform the transaction.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULT ANALYSIS

Attack Existing Scheme(attack

prevention)

Our Scheme(attack prevention)

Replay attack No Yes

Identity disclosure attack No Yes

Insider attack Yes Yes

Outsider attack No Yes

Eavesdropping No Yes

Identity Spoofing Yes Yes

Password based attack No Yes

Man-in the middle attack No Yes
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Table 1 Prevention from Various Attacks

No. of bits in token No. of bits in conceal value Time taken

32 128 12.540 sec
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Table 2 Time taken and No. of bit used

Storage/ scheme Existing Work Our scheme

Smart card 128 bits 256 bits

Server 64 bits 128 bits

Table 3 Storage judgment of the planned scheme

Computation Cost Existing Scheme Our Scheme

Smart Card

Registration

Operation

- -

Session Run 2M+4H 1M+2H

Password Operation 2H 1H

Server

Registration

Operation

2H+1E 1H+1E

Session Run 2M+4H+1E 1M+2H+1E

Password Operation - -

Table 4 Comparison of Computation with previous work

Where, H denotes the cryptographic hash computation & M denotes the scalar multiplication

computation over the elliptic curve & E denotes the symmetric encryption or decryption

computation. These above table are the Comparisons table with Previous work.

Conclusion-

This dissertation revisited the security of two password authenticated key agreement

protocols using smart cards. While they were assumed to be secure, we showed that these

protocols are flawed under their own assumptions respectively. In particular, we took into

account some kinds of adversaries which were not considered in their designs or methodology,
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e.g., adversaries with pre-computed data stored like (registration information, and other related

information of account and user identification) in the smart-card and adversaries with different

data (with respect to different time slots) stored in the smartcard.

These adversaries represent the potential threats (means of declaration of an intention or

a determination to inflict harm on another) in distributed systems and are different from the

commonly known ones, which we believe deserve the attention from both the academia and the

industry.

We also implement or designed the solutions to fix these security flaws. So we have done several

analysis during this dissertation, simulation results of our proposed methodology of password based

smart card authentication has highlight the importance of elaborate or brief analysis the security

models and formal security analysis on the design of password- authenticated key agreement protocols

using smart cards. Simulation results shows that we have using less number of hash function and

elliptical function to design this system. We have focused only the how to be combining the operation

of registration and login section (i.e. user ID with password) with fewer hash function and their

combining. The main aim of this dissertation is reduce the complexity and cost of the system and this

aim achieved by implement this proposed improvement of password authentication based smart card

scheme. From the results table we can see that these improvements in term of time complexity and size

and cost.
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